ABSTRACT AUTHOR GUIDELINES

Abstract should be presented as a word document on A4, with max 400 words.
The abstract should be done by the following manner:

a. Title of the ABSTRACT in the center of top edge of the page in font 14-point Times New Roman, boldface type.

b. The author name(s), affiliation(s), and e-mail address, contact numbers, twitter-facebook, city, country, in the center of top edge of the page under the title of the abstract and should be typed in plain capital letters, in font 12-point Times New Roman.

c. Leave two blank lines spaces between the author name(s) and the word “abstract”.

d. The word ABSTRACT as a heading flush left, font 14-point Times New Roman, boldface type.

e. The rest of the text should be in font 12-point Simplified Arabic, single Times New Roman and single - spaced.

f. The Abstract should be followed –in a separate line- by up to 10 words of “KEYWORDS” in font 12-point, Times New Roman, single – spaced.

g. The abstract should be sent to heritage.dubai@dm.gov.ae